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Book Arts

Brown, Alex. In Print: Text and Type in the Age of Desktop Publishing. NY, Watson Guptill. 1989. Hardcover. 1st printing. 28.5 cm (11.2 inch) tall. 191 pages. Mild Ex-Library (details: stamps & stickers on back endpaper, stamps on top edge & title page; but no spine sticker or other external library marks) else Very Good (light general wear; clean & tight)/Dust jacket Very Good (light edge crumples).


Harry Castlemon. *Frank before Vicksburg (Gun-boat series)*. John C. Winston Co. 1892. Hardcover. Reprint. 18.8 cm (7.4 inch) tall. 256 pages. Good (moderate cover wear & soil; gutter cracks on endpapers, but generally tight; name & light pencil marks on endpapers else no apparent marks; light foxing/ browning on pages)/No Dust Jacket. Last copyright is 1892, but endpaper illustrations show Wright brothers-type airplane (1903). Full color cover illustration & bw frontispiece (Killburn & Mallory). keywords: Childrens Books, Vintage, Ahtiquran, Civil War, Historical Fiction click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #15135 $5.67.

Jerry West (Author), Helen Hamilton (ILLustrator). *The Happy Hollisters at Sea Gull Beach #3 in the series*. Doubleday. 1953. Hardcover. Edition not stated (no other date; '4264' on back flap). 21.6 cm (8.5 inch) tall. 184 pages. Very Good (very light general wear; no marks; clean & tight)/Dust jacket Good (half-inch chip by spine top, other lighter edgewear; faint water stain & moisture ripples; 1.50 orig pr on flap). keywords: Childrens Books, click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #15540 $5.67.

Lovoos, Janice. *Design is a Dandelion*. San Carlos, Golden Gate. 1966. Hardcover. Edition not stated. 27.8 cm (10.9 inch) tall. 62 pages. Ex-Library (stamps on title page & endpages, pardestones on back endpapers, satins on endpapers where DJ cover taped on) else Very Good (light general wear)/Spine sticker else Dust jacket Good+ (light edge crumples, 1 small edge tear) in clear cover. Possible rebound (with frontispiece design on cover, New Method Book Bindery sticker on endpaper). 'Here is a book to open the eyes of even very young children to the marvels of design in the world around them.' Text & drawings, some in color. keywords: Childrens Books, Art, Design, Nature click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #8964 $5.67.


Scout Master G. Harvey Ralphson (Author). The Boy Scout Camera Club or The Confessions of a Photograph. M. A. Donohue & Co. 1914. Hardcover. Early Reprint (no other date). 19.1 cm (7.5 inch) tall. 250 pages. Good-minus (water stain/ dry rot pattern on cover; a few holes in front endpaper; binding partly loose at back hinge; no marks; light browning of pages)/Dust jacket Good (one-inch chips by spine ends, other lesser edgewear; light soil; generally respectable in a new Brodart clear archival cover). keywords: Childrens Books, Antiquarian, Mystery, Photography, Boy Scouts. click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #15627 $5.67.


Willard Bonte. The Mother Goose Puzzle Book. Dutton. 1904. Hardcover. 1st edition ('Published September 1904'). 18.8 cm (7.4 inch) tall. 79 pages. Fair (front cover stained, worn and detached; owner name inside cover else no marks found; crumples and scattered stains on pages; binding loose; well worn but apparently complete and ready for reproduction)/. Thirty-eight line drawings with puzzle text on opposite page. Many of the puzzles involve finding things hidden in the drawings. Includes seven illustrations from the voyages of Sinbad.. keywords: Childrens Books. click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #18456 $97.

Humor & Satire


Allen, Robert Thomas. We Gave You the Electric Toothbrush!. NY, Doubleday. 1971. Hardcover. 1st edition. 21.5 cm (8.4 inch) tall. 270 pages. Book Very Good (light dusting of reddish foxing spots on top edge of pages; spine title may be slightly faded; very light general wear; clean & tight)/Dust jacket Good+ (quarter-inch chip at spine top; other smaller chips at outside corners; foxing/browning of spine, with a few spots; other light wear). One Man's Defiant Defense of the Older Generation. keywords: Humor & Satire, 60s, Counterculture. click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #11779 $5.67.

BOB OGLESBY. Can You Imagine?. Savannah GA, Maranello Publications. 1985. Hardcover. 23.5 cm (9.2 inch) tall. 263 pages. Very Good (corner clipped on endpaper; very light general wear; no marks; clean & tight)/Dust jacket Good+ (small chip at top-front; other light wear). Humorous stories collected by a travelling salesman in the south. keywords: Humor & Satire, Folk. click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #16393 $5.67.

Butler, Peter. The Wit of Prince Philip. NY, Hawthorn. 1966. Hardcover. 1st American edition. 21.0 cm (8.2 inch) tall. 18 pages. Book Very Good (light general wear; a few reddish foxing spots on top edge; clean & tight)/Dust jacket Good+ (light edgewear, including half-inch tear on back, smaller tears around corners). Published on the eve of his 1966 visit to the US. Quotes with Beatles on dustcover back: 'I think Beatlemania is entirely helpful'. keywords: Humor & Satire, England, Great Britain, British Royalty, Queen Elizabeth. click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #11211 $5.97.


Keith W Jennison. *The Humorous Mr. Lincoln.* NY, Thomas Y. Crowell. 1965. Hardcover. 1st printing. 21.7 cm (8.5 inch) tall. 163 pages. Book Very Good (owner name on endpaper; light general wear; clean & tight)/Dust jacket Good+ (spine slightly faded; spine ends crumpled, a few small scrapes; light foxing/ browning of white back; looks respectable in a new Brodart clear archival cover). keywords: Humor & Satire, American History, Presidents, Civil War [click here to check at Amazon.com]. Book #11731 $5.67.


Poore, Del. ed. *Gags Monthly, September 1943.* Chicago. 1943. Softcover. vol 2 no 8. 34.7 cm (13.6 inch) tall. 36 pages. Book Good (center leaf loose with rough edges: a few small spots and creases on covers; small owner name on front cover; 2-inch inside tear on back cover; light foxing/ browning of pages; light stain on inside covers & a few endpages)/. Cartoons & ads from mid-war. Lots of military topics. Cover by Martin. [Click here to view a scan], keywords: Humor & Satire, Military, Women, World War 2 [click here to check at Amazon.com]. Book #10443 $8.01.


SRI Publishing. *From Sex To Sexty / More From Sex To Sexty (Vol 1 & 2).* Fort Worth TX, S.R.I. Publishing. 1965. Softcover. 27.5 cm (10.8 inch) tall. 64 pages. Book Good+ (light cover wear; vol 1 cover detached from staples; no marks)/. Bulls-eye cover designs: red & yellow for vol 1 (From Sex to Sexty); blue & pink for vol 2 (More Sex to Sexty). Small 'VOLUME ONE'/ VOLUME TWO' at upper outside of front & back covers. Apparently early editions: each states next to copyright notice: 'Win a free copy of volume three - Send us acceptable gags and jokes'. Price is for the 2 volume set. keywords: Humor & Satire, Americana, Erotica, Sexuality [click here to check at Amazon.com]. Book #17842 $12.


William Hazlett Upson. *The Best of Botts.* McKay. 1961. Hardcover. 1st edition. 20.8 cm (8.1 inch) tall. 241 pages. Very Good (light foxing/ browning on endpapers and edges; very light general wear; no marks; clean & tight)/Dust jacket Good (one-inch tear, other edgewear; spine background slightly faded; some browning on back; small tear; corner clipped; looks respectable in a new clear archival cover). keywords: Humor & Satire, Salesmanship; tractors [click here to check at Amazon.com]. Book #17567 $13.99.


Newlove, Donald. First Paragraphs: Inspired Openings for Readers and Writers. NY, St Martin's. 1992. Hardcover. 1st printing. 18.4 cm (7.2 inch) tall. 171 pages. Book Very Good (very slight bump to spine bottom)/Dust jacket Very Good (slight edge crumple at spine bottom). Keywords: Literature, Fiction, Writing. click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #11035 $5.67.


Paul, Jean; Ernst Bertram. Horn Und Flöte. Auswahl Von Ernst Bertram. Weisbaden, Insel-Verlag Zweigstelle. 1957. Hardcover. Insel-Bucherei 579. 18.4 cm (7.2 inch) tall. 54 pages. Book Good+ (light cover wear & soil; small corner stains on pages; no marks; tight)/No Dust Jacket. In German, Deutsch. Keywords: Literature, Philosophy, German, Deutsch. ISBN 013428 $5.88.


Richard Mathews, Barbara Russ. Konglomerati: Focus on Florida, Volume VI Number Three. Gulfport FL, Konglomerati Press. 1982. Softcover ['trade/ quality paperback']. 6(3). 23.5 cm (9.2 inch) tall. 48 pages. Very Good (light browning of spine and a few foxing spots on edges; no marks; clean & tight)/. ISSN 0146-2377. A letterpress showcase for contemporary literature. 23 contributions by 18 artists, poets & writers, including Merrill, Meinke, Loeb, Burroway, Berke, Bluangtook, Hetlich, etc. Keywords: Literature, Poetry, Art, Creative Writing. click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #17537 $9.89.

Richard Mathews, Barbara Russ. Konglomerati: Focus on Florida, Volume VI Number Four. Gulfport FL, Konglomerati Press. 1983. Softcover ['trade/ quality paperback']. 6(4). 23.5 cm (9.2 inch) tall. 48 pages. Very Good (a few faint foxing spots on edges; no marks; clean & tight)/. ISSN 0146-2377. A letterpress showcase for contemporary literature. 21 contributions by 17 artists, poets & writers, including Powell, Bluangtook, Thompson, Biggs, West, Kempher, etc. Keywords: Literature, Poetry, Art, Creative Writing. Book #17538 $5.63.


Roger Lancelyn Green. *Lewis Carroll: A Walck Monograph.* NY, Walck. 1962. Hardcover. 1st American Edition. 18.7 cm (7.3 inch) tall. 84 pages. Book Good+ (owner stamp on endpaper; light cover wear; pages very good; clean & tight)/Dust jacket Good+ (flap corner clipped; half-inch chip by spine bottom, other lighter edgewear; light scuffing; in a new Brodart clear archival cover). keywords: Literature, Childrens, biography click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #13889 $5.88.


Periodicals


Sharida Rizzuto, Harrold Tollison (co-editors). Realm of The Vampire. Issue 3. Full Moon Publications, Metarie LA. 1996. Softcover periodical. 27.9 cm (10.9 inch) tall. 72 pages. Very Good (half-inch tear on back cover else as new; no marks; clean & tight)/. Vampire/ Goth publication from the New Orleans Louisiana area. This issue includes poetry, photos, short fiction, and 17 pages of short reviews and contact info for small press vampire publications.. keywords: Periodicals, Horror, Occult, Goth. Book #15914 $7.41.

Sharida Rizzuto, Harrold Tollison (co-editors). Realm of The Vampire. Issue 20 (4). Full Moon/ Baker Street Publications, Jefferson LA. 1997. Softcover periodical. Issue 20 (4). 27.9 cm (10.9 inch) tall. 103 pages. Very Good (half-inch tear on back cover else as new; no marks; clean & tight)/. Vampire/ Goth publication from the New Orleans Louisiana area. This issue includes poetry, photos, short fiction, 4 pages of contact listings for small press vampire publications, and two feature articles on goth models Persephone and L. Erim Lovecraft (including nude photos). For sale only to buyers over 18 years of age. Note the back of the front cover lists this as 'issue 20', but the content is listed as 'coming next issue' at the back of issue 3.. keywords: Periodicals, Horror, Occult, Goth, Erotica. Book #15915 $7.41.


William Ivan, ed. New Horizons Magazine. NY Somerset Publishing. 1936. Stapled Magazine. 31.6 cm (12.4 inch) tall. 42 pages. Good-minus (Covers stained and scuffed; 1-inch scrapes & chips by outside corner of many page (where stuck pages pulled apart); moderate wear; appears complete and unmarked)/. A travel magazine from the great age of the seaplane. Articles on South America, Alaska. Air travel-related ads. Standard shipping is USPS Priority Mail.. keywords: Periodicals, Air Travel. Book #17479 $16.53.

Poetry


Alan Britt. I suppose the darkness is ours.Tampa, UT Review. 1977. Stapled Softcover. UT Review Vol V Number 2 ii. 22.8 cm (8.9 inch) tall. 32 pages. Very Good (very light cover wear; no marks; clean & tight)/. keywords: Poetry, click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #19214 $10.


Civasaqui, Jose. In Thy Grace: 'In His Bosom' and a selection from later poems [signed].Tokyo, Taibundo. 1971. Softcover.


**De La Mare, Walter, & Lathrop. Down-adow-derry - A Book Of Fairy Poems.** NY, Henry Holt. 1922. Hardback. 2nd printing. 21.9 cm (8.6 inch) tall. 195 pages. Good+ overall (details: light general wear; light scrapes at cover corners; light foxing/ browning of pages; spine title somewhat faded; generally a nice copy - clean and light.). No Dust jacket. Great Fairy Drawings By Dorothy P. Lathrop - 3 full-page color on glossy paper, many b/w. keywords: Poetry, Art, Mythology, Fairies. [click here to check at Amazon.com](http://www.amazon.com). Book #10267 $36.


Hall, Lansing V. **Voices of Nature.** Rochester (Andrews/Hall). 1871. Hardcover. Later printing (original 1868, 1871 on title page). 17.0 cm (6.6 inch) tall. 220 pages. Book Very Good (very light foxing; small scrapes at spine ends; tear on one inside page; clippings shadow on 2 interior pages)/no Dust jacket. Blind author. Includes 11 page autobiography, celluloid page with poem in raised type (see scan), frontispiece portrait. All edges gilt. [Click here to view a scan](http://www.amazon.com). keywords: Poetry, Celluloid, Blind Author Blind Poet, Handicapped, Antiquarian. [click here to check at Amazon.com](http://www.amazon.com). Book #11552 $15.42.


**SILVIA SCHEIBLI. Invisible Paths.** Tampa, UT Review. 1976. Stapled Softcover. UT Review Vol V Number 1. 22.8 cm (8.9 inch) tall. 32 pages. Very Good (very light cover wear; no marks; clean & tight). Keywords: Poetry, click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #19213 $10.


Smith, Oscar B. **Homemade Poems for the Home.** St Augustine, Record Co. Hardcover. Edition not stated. 22.4 cm (8.8 inch) tall. 222 pages. Book Good+ (front hinge a little loose; moderate cover wear, including slight fraying at spine top, circular stain; light foxing of pages; light general wear; no marks). Dust jacket. No publication or copyright date; preface dated 1910. Subtitle on cover: 'Ancient City Memories'. 'Drawings by H L S': about 10 b/w pages with illustrations of birds & Florida scenes on glossy paper scattered in book. Keywords: Poetry, Florida. Book #9733 $51.2.


Sy Kahn, Paul Ramsey Jr & Jane Taylor. **Triptych [poetry].** Raymond College Press. 1964. Stapled Softcover Pamphlet. 21.5 cm (8.4 inch) tall. 32 pages. Good+ (owner stamp on front elsewhere no marks; light cover wear & soil; pages very good; nice). Eight poems by each author. Keywords: Poetry, . Book #15146 $4.91.


Ted Malone. **The Pocket Book of Popular Verse.** Pocket Books 308. 1945. Mass Market Paperback. States '1st printing July 1945'. 16.2 cm (6.3 inch) tall. 300 pages. Good (creases and scuffs on cover; cover chip at spine bottom; pages browned; no marks; binding firm). Keywords: Poetry, click here to check at Amazon.com. Book #18473 $5.67.

Um Valli Lowenthal. **Cry Of The Re-Awakened Child.** AuthorHouse. 2004. Hardcover. 1st edition. 23.8 cm (9.3 inch) tall. 109 pages. Near Very Good (very slight general wear; scribbled inscription on endpaper apparently signed by the author, else no marks; as good condition as many new books on bookstore shelves)/Dust jacket Very Good (light edge crumples; no tears; bright). keywords: Poetry, Africa. isbn 1418476021.  
[click here to check at Amazon.com](http://amzn.to/1D37YV6). Book #19164 $19.2.

VAN K BROCK, editor. **Lime Tree Prism.** Leon County Schools. 1972. Softcover ['trade/ quality paperback']. 21.6 cm (8.5 inch) tall. Very Good (very light general wear; no marks; no spine crease; clean & tight)/. keywords: Poetry, Children  
[click here to check at Amazon.com](http://amzn.to/1eEYszE). Book #16430 $5.67.

Walter Leuba. **No Other Mirror [signed].** 'Privately printed'. 1971. Softcover ['trade/ quality paperback']. One of 250 copies. 21.7 cm (8.5 inch) tall. 72 pages. Book Good+ (light bump on spine; pages very good; light scuffs & foxing on cover; generally clean & tight)/. Inscribed 'Henry Evans from Walter Leuba, 15 June 1971'. keywords: Poetry,  
[click here to check at Amazon.com](http://amzn.to/1bQnszO). Book #14018 $5.69.
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